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0) What you need 
- Python 3.8.1 
- Python libraries (version I used) 
 numpy  (1.19.1) 
 matplotlib (3.3.2) 
 scipy (1.5.2) 
 glob  
 math 
 datetime 
 time 
 multiprocessing 
- your 3C waveforms in .npy format (Example of conversion from mseed is provided in 

prepare_input/) 
- list of station coordinates in cartesian coordinates in Meters from center of array (Example 

of converting GPS to UTM is provided in prepare_input) 
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1) Prepare your variables 
- modify params.py 
 - provide your paths and filenames to your 3C waveform data (.npy) and station file 

(.txt). Note: You should be able to put paths with / or \ depending on your operating 
system. 

 - fill in required information line by line 
 - modify all desired resolution parameters manually or leave on default 
 
- B3Ampy will cut waveforms into small time windows and will analyse discrete frequencies. 

All input data found in file will be analysed. If you want to process your data in smaller 
time chunks (e.g. a day at a time or an hour at a time), provide only reduced input. 
Note that the current version of B3Ampy is consistent in itself and will overwrite any 
existing files in paths.   

- B3Ampy assumes that you have done general quality checks beforehand and excluded data 
from unwanted stations. Make sure that three components of data are available for all 
stations. 

  
2) Test your parameters and resolution 
- run B3Am_prep.py 
- B3Am_prep.py will import your desired resolutions and your station file as defined in 

params.py  
- array response function will be calculated and plotted together with wavenumber and 

frequency limits (default or your custom values) 
- check if everything is as you want it and change values in params.py until you are satisfied 

before proceeding  
 
3) Run the beamformer 
- run B3Am_main.py 
- if you opted to run the beamformer in parallel, you can start it on your local machine in 

parallel or submit it to a queueing system on a HPC cluster (probably needs a job file 
suited for the queueing system, not included here) 

- B3AM performs the four major steps successively: 
i) pre-processing (can include downsampling, spectral whitening, one-bit normalisation) 
ii) short-time fast Fourier transformation 
iii) frequency-wavenumber analysis (beamforming) 
iv) identification of extrema (maxima) in the beam responses 
- The script provides output in the command line documenting it's progress. It is 

recommended to pipe this output to a file when running on cluster. 
- Script may take some time to compute. The test dataset included in this version comprises 

of 2 min of 3C synthetic waveform data recorded on 100 receivers and takes about 5 
min to compute in serial on my local laptop (intel i7 Quad Core 1.2 GHz) 

- Outputs of B3Am_main.py are  
 i) Figures of beampower response and picked extrema for each time window and 

frequency (if option is selected in params.py) sorted in subfolders named with 
frequency 

 ii) List files named results_fXX.txt for each analysed frequency containing parameters of 
each picked extrema. Saved to outdir provided in params.py 



 iii) .npy files containing resolutions for each parameter saved in outdir. This enables 
plotting at same resolutions. 

 
4) Analyse and plot results 
- run B3Am_post.py 
- params.py is read to find path where results have been saved 
- results (list files) are read 
- .npy files containing resolutions 
- A number of plots are created 
 - wavefield composition in percentage summed over all frequencies 
 - wavefield composition relative and absolute as histogram and line plot 
 - statistics (counts) of parameters for each wave type 
 - histograms of parameters and picks for each wave type 
- Picked parameters (plus uncertainties) are saved as list files named [wavetype]_picks.txt for 

future use (e.g. in inversion schemes) 
- Note that wavenumbers are always horizontal wavenumbers. For surface waves, horizontal 

velocity (phase velocity) can be calculated as v = f/k. For body waves, the incidence 
angle needs to be considered to convert wavenumber to velocity, which is not 
implemented yet. 

 
 
 
 


